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Saving squawk? Animal and human entanglement at the edge of
the lagoon
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Emerging posthuman paradigms are beginning to influence approaches to
educational research and pedagogy, including the ‘common worlds’ investiga-
tions of relations among children and wild animals in early childhood settings.
This paper turns to child-animal encounters in a secondary school wetlands
project to explore some of the implications of posthumanism for environmental
education. It explores how singular encounters with wild animals – a swamp
hen, a turtle and an eel – became pivot points for young people’ s affective and
creative engagement with the site and emerging issues of environmental respon-
sibility, sustainability and urban land and water management. Though initially
the neighbourhood lagoon in the middle of a new housing development seemed
to be a tenuous, degraded and domesticated wetland, the students and their
teachers began an inquiry into the deep interconnectedness of the site with natu-
ral waterways, the animals that move through them, and themselves. Open-ended
interdisciplinary inquiries enabled students to choose a range of modes of
response including a rap song about the ‘rescue’ of a swamp hen, a picture book
that documented the passage of eels from the Pacific to the urban wetland and a
dance about a dead turtle.

Keywords: secondary; sustainability education; posthuman; Pedagogical
encounters

Introduction

In this paper I will outline some of the challenges that the post-positivist research
paradigms that have been clustered as ‘posthuman’ pose for environmental educa-
tion, and I consider how these demand rigorous engagement with the political conse-
quences and contexts of our work. I argue that, beyond knowledge, impactful
learning requires the mobilisation of affect, matter and imagination – of students,
teachers, researcher and research apparatus – in pedagogical spaces that open to dif-
ference and transformation. They require recognition of the co-implication, interde-
pendence and necessary entanglement of ‘human’ and ‘non-human’ worlds. The
paper explores a cross-curriculum project where Year Nine students in an Australian
secondary school worked with their teachers and researchers to investigate an urban
wetland. Rather than a ‘case’ study of the project, which can be found elsewhere
(Somerville et al. 2015), or an evaluation of the impact of innovation within a new
curriculum context (e.g. Dyment, Hill, and Emery 2014), this paper follows three
unexpected moments that opened up in the project when students became immersed
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in the lives and deaths of the wetland creatures that inhabit the lagoon. In order to
provide sufficient background for readers, I begin with a description of the research
site and background, including curriculum contexts and research methods, and I fol-
low this with an elaboration of the theoretical resources that help me think through
the project in ‘posthuman’ terms in ways that veer away from these conventions.
The latter half of the paper turns towards the unplanned events that shaped learning
in surprising and unanticipated ways. In this final section I explore three affectively
potent pedagogical encounters that opened up between young people and animals
and consider their consequences for teaching, learning and research. The conclusion
considers the opportunities, limitations and difficulties of posthuman thinking for
environmental education.

Research site and background

The ‘Love your Lagoons’ project – designed as a participatory action research study
of place based wetlands education – ran from September 2013 to September 2014 in
six schools in south western Sydney located in the catchment areas of the Upper
Nepean, Wollondilly and Georges Rivers (Somerville et al. 2015). A university-
based researcher was assigned to each school and worked with teachers and students
throughout this time.1 For teachers, Love your Lagoons supported their implementa-
tion of the new Australian Curriculum, of which Sustainability is one of three
cross-curriculum priorities (ACARA 2015). In the New South Wales iteration of the
Australian Curriculum, each syllabus identifies its particular contribution to sustain-
ability. While they all recognise that Sustainability ‘is concerned with the ongoing
capacity of the Earth to maintain all life’, English2 equips students to ‘investigate
and understand issues of environmental and social sustainability, to communicate
information about sustainability, and to advocate action to improve sustainability’
(BOSTES 2015), while Science equips students with ‘observation and analytical
skills to examine these relationships … [and] design solutions to identified sustain-
ability problems’ (BOSTES 2015). While each of these perspectives was apparent in
the unit of work in which Love your Lagoons was embedded, the learning extended
well beyond these as students began to enter into relationships with the animals of
the lagoon.

Of the three secondary schools in the project, the school that I discuss in this
paper was the only one that took up the challenge of cross-curricular learning as two
teachers of English and Science respectively worked together to plan all facets of a
year nine unit for approximately 50 students that ran for around three months. Their
approach drew on previous work at the school on co-created and inquiry learning
and required students to develop their own critical questions and to design individ-
ual and collaborative investigations. Planning tools were devised by teachers to sup-
port student learning, including an ‘Individual Task Matrix’ informed by Bloom’s
taxonomy and Gardner’s multiple intelligences, from which students could select or
negotiate their inquiries (see Somerville et al. 2015, 43 for example), and various
other support and planning documents. The two classes visited the lagoon regularly
throughout the unit, and many students continued their observations of the site out-
side school hours. Student portfolios of individual tasks were submitted for assess-
ment and group projects were presented to audiences of teachers, students,
university researchers, and the local city council. Researchers accompanied students
on some of the excursions to the lagoon and visited the school to work with teachers
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on planning, to participate in classes and presentations. Research data includes
student generated materials as well as researcher fieldnotes, and interviews with
students and teachers. Despite my rather conventional framing of the project in this
section of the paper, my focus is not on the expected outcomes or formal curricu-
lum, but rather on some of the unexpected outcomes and unanticipated events that
provoked learning at the lagoon. In the remainder of the paper, I consider these as
‘pedagogical encounters’ that opened students’ imaginations and led to possibilities
beyond those that the teachers had envisaged (Davies and Gannon 2009).

Binaries of human/nature and human/animal

Although Love Your Lagoons at this high school was an English-Science project, I
must turn to research in environmental education for ways of thinking through the
learning that began at the lagoon within these encounters with nature. In this section
I draw on a range of educational scholars, some of whose work is explicitly oriented
to the posthuman, while others map their work against feminist and critical peda-
gogies, or position it as human–animal studies or interspecies/multispecies ethnogra-
phy. As well as insisting that learning happens in ways, places and times beyond
conventional educational institutions and spaces, they also reject the anthropocentric
human/nature binary that positions the human as ascendant and separate to nature.
This troubling of anthropocentrism3 gives rise to questions such as: ‘If humans are
not the center, where do we belong?’ (Fawcett 2013, 410), and ‘What of our own
animality’? (Russell 2005, 436).

Immersive experiences in nature have long been recognised by environmental
educators and researchers as crucial to learning. These need not be dramatic single
or extended events but can entail regular engagements of young people with a par-
ticular location or habitat, whether that be New York’s Central Park (Warkentin
2011), a froggy swamp in rural Victoria Australia (Somerville 2011), or a mob of
kangaroos living near a Canberra childcare centre (Taylor 2013). Immersive experi-
ences are important for teachers as well as learners, in that excursions into nature
promote place responsive pedagogies that enable them to recognise how ‘culture
and nature interact coextensively and contingently’ in specific places and times
(Mannion, Fenwick, and Lynch 2013, 13). By ‘coextensive’, Mannion and his col-
leagues imply a flattened ontology where all sorts of things interact with teachers,
students and the material affordances of the place become important, including
weather, and other species. Thus teacher planning is always contingent, and learning
can be thought of as taking place within ‘emergent assemblages’ and singular ‘peda-
gogical events’ (Mannion, Fenwick, and Lynch 2013, 13).

Outdoor and wilderness education privileges experiences with nature as a route
for enhancing environmental awareness, however conventionally this work has often
tended to rely on, and reinscribe, binaries of nature/culture. Outdoor education often
relies on ‘individualistic behaviourist models of human nature’ that homogenise the
environment and exclude indigenous and other knowledges (Fawcett 2013, 410).
This tendency is also evident in much environmental education, however it is also
where trenchant critiques can be found (Fawcett 2013; Gough 2013). For example,
Fletcher points out in his work on ecotourism as a vehicle for environmental
education, that wilderness is commodified, monetised, and romanticised at the same
time as it endeavours to create more responsive and ethically aware ‘environmental
subjects’ (2015). In her research into whale watching, Russell (2001) queries
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assumptions about nature and human/nature relations that assume that nature is over
there and we must go out to it. In this paradigm, nature is ‘an object, either a tool
for users to build skills or a resource to be managed’ (2001, 54), and experiences in
nature are assumed to ‘automatically contribute to environmental awareness, com-
mitment and action’ as though just being there is a ‘panacea’ for contemporary ills
(2001, 57). Even critical pedagogies in environmental education, despite their eman-
cipatory intentions, can perpetuate an ‘instrumental exploitative gaze’ through which
humans maintain their distance and separation from nature (Bell and Russell 2000,
188). We need ‘otherworldly conversations’ (Bell and Russell 2000, 195) that enable
us to begin to imagine ‘meaningful life world[s] completely unlike and outside our
own’ (2000, 197). Russell asks of research paradigms that privilege the speaking
subject (action research, narrative and collaborative inquiry) and human language
(implying poststructural discursive analysis) ‘Is there any room for “nature” as a
co-constructor?’, or how might ‘nature’ begin to ‘write back’ to research(ers) in
environmental education (2005, 435)? She suggests that perhaps arts-based
approaches – fiction, poetry, music, dance – might create opportunities here for
more multivocal conversations.

Some of the work challenging anthropocentric binaries draws on philosophers
Deleuze and Guattari to rethink environmental education. Clarke and McPhie (2014)
draw on their ‘immanent materiality’ to sketch an alternative ontology where sepa-
rate ‘points of being’ (subjects, objects, humans, animals) are ‘dispelled by move-
ment and “becoming”’. They argue that this has more radical potential than the
usual ways that relations or encounters between humans and nature are conceived,
as it ‘suggests a world of affect where the boundary between objects is dispelled,
thus dispelling objects’ (2014, 200). By ‘affect’, they mean more than emotion as it
is experienced and named by any particular individual. Rather their use of the term
suggests an interdependent experience of feelings as intensities or forces that move
between people and things, that are difficult to name and that are oriented towards
inter-relations and becomings. In a Deleuzian sense, affect is located ‘in the midst of
things and relations (in immanence) and, then, in the complex assemblages that
come to compose bodies and worlds, simultaneously’ (Seigworth and Gregg 2010,
5). Importantly, ‘affect can also serve as a leading visceral indicator of potent threat’
(Seigworth and Gregg 2010, 12). For Clark and McPhie, an affectively charged
‘environmental literacy’ in this paradigm would privilege ‘creative practices’ and
‘storying’ that can describe ‘how people respond to the world in terms of events and
happenings’ and that can draw attention to ‘constantly occurring processes rather
than static objects’ (Clarke and McPhie 2014, 201–202). In this paradigm, research-
ers might turn their attention to affectively potent ‘events and happenings’ when
children and nature collide, and to the multiple stories that can be told about these.

Separations of human and nature, and human and animal are considered by
Ingold in his elaborate explorations of ‘being alive’. Drawing from Deleuze and
Guattari, he suggests three ways of encountering an animal: first, ‘to signal its sub-
jectivity with a name’, that is, to ‘anthropomorphise, to sentimentalise it’; second, to
classify it according to ‘certain attributes and characteristics’ that is, to ‘group it
under the anonymity of an appellative’ which is ‘the way of science and the State,
inseparable partners in the colonial projects of control’ (Ingold 2011, 174). Third,
and preferably, we might consider the animal ‘as a going on: not as a living thing of
a certain kind but as the manifestation of a process of becoming, of continuous cre-
ation, or simply of being alive’ (2011, 174). An animal, as a living organism, is ‘a
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bundle of lines … that do not connect points but pass forever amidst and between’
and so ‘the organism (animal or human) should be understood not as a bounded
entity surrounded by an environment but as an unbounded entanglement of lines in
fluid space’, or what Ingold calls a ‘meshwork’ of being, becoming and interdepen-
dence (2011, 64). Within this paradigm, researchers might ask of encounters of chil-
dren in nature: What are the forces and flows among children, animals, plants,
weather, landscapes and amongst all the lines of becoming and of difference that
converge in any particular moment? What are the meshworks of being that they are
part of? And, what are the pedagogical possibilities that open in that moment of
encounter?

Other researchers incorporate postcolonial and ecopolitical arguments in their
explorations of human-nature and human–animal encounters. Inspired by Somer-
ville’s Becoming-Frog (2011) and drawing explicitly on Deleuze and Guattari’s
notion of ‘becoming animal’, as well as on conventions of close observation and the
multiple vocabularies of natural historians, Stewart (2011) follows a small endan-
gered bird that lives in his neighbourhood, articulating a pedagogy of ‘becoming-
specked warbler’ that links ‘the past, the present and the future through storytelling
and imagination’ and that ‘is informed by local natural-cultural history, and the
impacts of colonialism and settlement’ (71). The provocative research approach of
‘multispecies ethnography’, emerging from anthropology and geography (e.g.
Kirksey and Helmreich 2010; Lorimer and Srinivasan 2013; Ogden, Hall, and Tanita
2013; Wolch and Emel 1998), has become important in educational research
(e.g. Lloro-Bidart 2014, forthcoming; Russell and Hodson 2002). Along with multi-
species ethnography, research into ‘commonworlding’ strategies of young children
and their animal others (bears, deer, dogs, kangaroos, raccoons, ants, worms) draws
on postcolonial theories and settler histories to map everyday intimate encounters in
the lives of children and animals (Pacini-Ketchabaw and Taylor 2015; Pacini-Ketch-
abaw, Taylor, and Blaise, forthcoming; Taylor, forthcoming; Taylor and Blaise 2014;
Taylor and Pacini-Ketchabaw 2015). Common worlds pedagogies destabilise the
humanist hierarchy by foregrounding the ways that children are embedded and
entangled in the world with ‘a whole host of others – human and more-than-human’,
and they insist that these entanglements have ‘ethical, political and pedagogical’
implications (Taylor 2013, 115). This work also emphasises the centrality of bodies,
and close encounters between them – including between human, animal and other
types of bodies. As Somerville argues, starting with the body is a central principle
of place pedagogies (2010). Outdoor educators Payne and Wattchow (2009, 16) call
this a ‘slow pedagogy’ that re-engages ‘the active, perceiving, and sensuous
corporeality of the body with other bodies (human and more-than-human) in mean-
ing-making, in, about, and for the various environments and places in which those
bodies interact and relate to nature’.

The research that I have outlined thus far suggests some of the implications
of posthuman work: the overturning of binaries that separate human from nature,
and human from animal; an interest in affects and intensities; and the imperative
to map becomings, encounters and relations between bodies. The recent volume
Posthumanism and Educational Research (Snaza and Weaver 2015) endeavours
to map out this new ‘terrain’ for education where ‘Man’ is no longer seen to be
the ‘measure of all things’ (Snaza and Weaver 2015, 2). Posthuman pedagogies
challenge conventions of school education where, as Snaza and Weaver (2015)
argue, the ’most important "learning outcome" is that students become “humans”
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capable of participating in the global economy as productive workers and con-
sumers’ (4). In this humanist paradigm, in the service of capital, humans are
anthropocentric exploiters of the earth’s resources and earth’s Others are under-
standable only as subject to our use, or from another angle that might be seen to
maintain the hierarchy just as firmly, as subject to our stewardship. Though they
acknowledge that it is impossible to ‘outline the contours of a posthumanist peda-
gogy’ (3), and although school education is not the primary focus of their book,
Snaza and Weaver suggest that posthumanist pedagogies might require educators
to let go of planning, so we might ‘revel in potential drifts’ and not ‘rush to con-
trol the form’ that the world takes (3). Their provocation is in direct contrast to
the usual intricately planned outcome-based learning programs that characterise
secondary schooling, but they suggest – also drawing upon Deleuze and Guattari
– that if we ‘give up on planning in order to actualize … potential’, we might
open up spaces for learning beyond current limitations (2015, 4). We might seek
to create schools that are ‘less authoritarian and oppressive’ (7), that promote
interdisciplinarity, and recognise the interconnectedness of human and nonhuman
relations. This means creating spaces at all levels of education for ‘emergent’
pedagogies, that are open to the flows and intensities of encounters and pedagogi-
cal moments each of which ‘has its own particular spatial, temporal and affective
modalities and performances’ and each of which gives rise to its own ‘ethics of
encounter and responsibility’ (Gannon 2009, 69).

The entanglements of pedagogy are complex, multiple, uneven, unstable, emer-
gent, and contingent on the specificities of particular times and places. Pedagogical
encounters between human and non-human others, and with all those animate and
inanimate others who populate and create the relational spaces within which we
come into being were central to Love your Lagoons. The wetland, and the multiple
visits that students made to it as they developed and undertook inquiry projects
about issues that were of concern to them enabled deviations and surprises,
unexpected and provocative pedagogical encounters (Davies and Gannon 2009).
Rather than giving up on planning, the potentialities of place, children, animals and
the encounters amongst them began to open up through the student-directed inquiry
approach. Many modes and pathways enabled students to follow through on these
encounters, working with the support of their teachers to take up creative and arts-
based modes of response. Pedagogy became emergent, relational and ethical, open
to intensities and difference, and situated quite precisely in the times and spaces of
the visits to the lagoon.

Park Central wetlands

The wetland that was closest to the project school – with the parameters of the pro-
ject requiring it to be within walking distance – had been part of a farm, then an old
golf course that had been used by occasional travelling circuses until its controver-
sial redevelopment as part of a housing estate in 2003 by Landcom, a NSW state
government corporation responsible for urban development in the rapidly increasing
greater Sydney area. The wetland is surrounded by townhouses, a restaurant
precinct, and new public and private hospitals. The developers rebranded it as ‘Park
Central’, and claimed it as the centrepiece of this planned development of
sustainable medium density housing.
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Promotion materials describe ‘10.5 hectares of lush parkland’, while the
landscapers claim that 37 hectares of ‘underutilised grassland’ was redeveloped into
a ‘vibrant residential community with an extensive greenspace at its heart’ (DEM
n.d.). The wetlands are described as a ‘modified watercourse’ with ‘wetlands,
ornamental ponds and cascades’ and an exemplar of the ecological and recreational
benefits of “creek corridor rehabilitation”. Amenities for human users are described
throughout the promotional materials – ‘walking, joining and cycling tracks, picnic
and BBQ facilities, a number of seating areas and a children’s playground’ – how-
ever there is no mention of amenities for non-human users of the site. While human
users were important considerations in many of the students’ projects, the
non-human users increasingly became the focus of their inquiries.

The most striking immediate features of the wetland are a concrete rimmed pool
with a fountain, and a rose garden and pergola, both of which are popular wedding
photo backdrops. However in contrast to the tidy lawns and open spaces of the
lower part of the park, the less accessible upper reaches of the site contain pockets
of remnant Cumberland Plains woodland. On the one hand, the chain of wetlands
that runs through Park Central is not a ‘natural’ formation as it has been incorpo-
rated into the development. On the other hand, despite the concrete, rose garden,
playgrounds, walking paths and other accoutrements of suburban public spaces, nor
is it ‘unnatural’ as it continues to provide important stormwater and flood control
functions. The wetland is connected to a larger system of detention basins that
extend through the whole Campbelltown area, including the Birjunji Creek system
and the Georges River flowing out to the ocean.

The wetland also provide habitats for water birds, reptiles, amphibians, aquatic
creatures and macroinvertebrates. The remainder of this paper explores three of the
‘common world’ entanglements of animals and children in the wetlands. These were
unplanned and unpredictable encounters that generated affective force and mobilised
learning in ways that could not have been predicted. They might be considered ini-
tial steps towards the actualising of ‘potentials’ that Snaza and Weaver (2015) advo-
cate, or the ‘becomings’ that arise when attentions turns to ‘events and happenings’
rather than objects as Clarke and McPhie (2014) suggest. The vignettes of swam-
phen, eel and turtle encounters with children that are explored in the remainder of
this paper are not characteristic of all the students’ learning and engagement with
the animals at the site, nor are they ‘exceptions’ as there were other interactions
between children and animals at the site. They are, however, the most potent and
well-documented examples; those that served as pivot points for learning as students
followed the implications of these encounters all the way through to the end of the
project.

Swamphen

The first day the students went to the wetland in mid-March was over 30 °C (86 °F)
and everyone had underestimated the distance and time it would take to walk there.
Students trailed in, collapsing in the sparse shade of some small bushes and a picnic
table while the teachers handed out ice-creams and cold drinks. The heat, air, sun,
the unusually long walk in the middle of a school day began to constitute students
and their learning differently, but on this first visit the teachers approached this in
conventional ways by distributing worksheets and clipboards, scoops and measuring
equipment for recording scientific information about the site – for sampling and
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testing water quality and pH levels. In Clark and McPhie’s terms, like the activity
they describe where students label species in a local park from an identification
worksheet, while the interconnectedness of the ecosystem (including themselves) is
overlooked, these students look ‘for “points” in the eco “system”’ (2014, 202). In
Snaza and Weaver’s terms, student learning in a posthuman paradigm may be
impeded by initial teacher planning, although as I have argued earlier in this paper,
the ways that the teachers supported students to develop their own engagements and
enquiries were crucial to the success of the project (Image 1).

In this first visit to the wetlands, as they began to move about the space with
clipboards and worksheets, students were compliant, curious, and more or less
engaged. They scattered in small groups and pairs around the site, scooping out
samples of water, testing them and recording results on the worksheets. They com-
pared the sizes of the tiny fish they had caught in their scoops. But everything sud-
denly changed when a small group of students who had wandered ‘out-of-bounds’
up towards the central lagoon, and found a heat-distressed juvenile swamphen lying
in the weeds at the edge of one of the upper pools. This encounter with this particu-
lar animal provoked a change in the students’ attitudes and engagement with the site
that rippled through the entire project. It become a pivotal point for students to
recognise the extent to which they were implicated in the lagoon (Image 2).

At that moment of encounter, of recognition that the bird was injured and needed
assistance, a surge of affect – that visceral more than individual flow of feeling –
moved amongst and through the kids, demanding their action. One of them ran for

Image 1. Purple swamphen (Porphyria porphyria).
Source: Author.
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the teacher. Mobilising all the resources that came to hand, including the teacher’s
mobile phone, me and my car, the cardboard box that had carried measuring equip-
ment, what they knew of Wildlife Information, Rescue and Education Service
(WIRES), and some abandoned clothing they found nearby, the children undertook
a wildlife rescue operation and the bird – who they nicknamed ‘Squawk’ – was
delivered to a vet. Traces of how the bird galvanised students into a different mode
of thinking, being and learning in the space are evident in how they talk about the
moment of encounter and the ‘bird rescue’ in an interview several months later:

Susanne
(Interviewer): Tell me what happened?
Adam
(Student – pseudonym): I was standing up on the rocks.
Brianna
(Student – pseudonym): We were mucking around.
Adam: Yeah I was standing up on the rock looking around, and they

were going to walk down closer to the river, I go ‘Look out
for that duck there’ and then we seen him, and he was just
sitting stuck in the bush.

Image 2. Bird rescue.
Source: Author.
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Brianna: And he was trying to get up, and when he lifted his left leg,
and then every time he tried to something pulled him back
down, and it looked like he was tangled in the weeds that he
was sitting in.

Susanne: And he was sort of half in, it was watery there wasn’t it?
Adam: Yeah, it was like all muddy.
Brianna: Yeah, yeah it was ….
Susanne: Right, so he was lying in the water.
Brianna: Yeah and then we – I went and got Miss …
Adam: I stayed there, and then he tried to move again and he rolled

down like the hill and stayed there.
Susanne: It seems like everybody gathered around, everyone got really

excited and focused on the bird, like something else was
going on. How did it … did it change the day for you?

Adam: Yeh.
Brianna: Completely. At first we thought we’re just going there to do

paperwork and they took the nets out and stuff. We were just
originally trying to get bigger fish because everyone was get-
ting the really little ones so we went to that back lake and
we found him. It was just so much more interesting when
we found him and Miss explained to us who WIRES was
and what they did, and like, other hotlines for animals and
stuff.

Susanne: And how did it make you feel? That bird business?
Adam: Well it was pretty interesting on the day, like, when we

found him.
Brianna: It was upsetting to see that he was, you could see that he

was in pain, like when someone’s in pain and we could see
that he was so much in pain, he was struggling and we felt
bad and when we didn’t have Miss we didn’t know what to
do, whether to pick him up or just leave him and walk away
and it was upsetting, but then we realized, like, it was us that
saved him.

Susanne: You couldn’t have walked away and left him.
Brianna: If we walked away he would have died …

Later, Adam created a Rap song based on the bird rescue operation, which docu-
mented the roles of himself, Brianna and other students in the rescue of the bird.
This formed part of his individual portfolio of work, later in the semester, and was
also audio-recorded. In their discussion of the rescue the students couldn’t help but
anthropomorphise the bird, as Brianna notes: ‘he was in pain, like when someone’s
in pain’. The children domesticate the bird by giving him a name – Squawk – and
they take up a position of responsibility for the welfare of the bird in a way that
locates agency very much on the side of the human – both in terms of the agency
WIRES and their personal intervention and ethical realisation ‘If we’d walked away
he would have died’. Perhaps the bird had fallen from one of the shallow platform
nests around the lagoon, where the purple swamphens nest, but the students didn’t
know enough at that moment to understand this. Their careful articulation of the
physical signs of distress in the bird – that something was wrong – and that this was
signalled by the way it was lying and the squawking sounds of distress that it was
making – suggest the sort of attention to the animal other that Warkentin calls ‘inter-
species etiquette’ (2010). Attending to the body is crucial as it is at the heart of this
‘risky project’ of inquiring into what a particular animal care[s] about, what these
“bodily postures and visual entanglements” of bird, mud, reeds, heat might mean
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and what might be done (Haraway 20082008, 22, in Warkentin 2010, 102). The
encounter that culminated in the bird rescue was marked by the care with which the
children devised a strategy that would be least distressing for the bird, shaping a dis-
carded sweater into a loose wrap, placing the bird in the cardboard box, firmly held
but with its head poking out, as we travelled back to the school. The bird’s squawks
seemed to quieten as it was cared for by the children, and its head poked up above
the box and looked about. The children seemed to begin to deploy what Warkentin
calls an ‘ethical praxis of paying attention’ (2010, 102) that recognises the relation-
ality and interdependence of our embodiment as human and animal. Their concern
for the wellbeing of the bird, and the way that they draw upon their knowledge of
pain and how it might be experienced by humans, is a sort of ‘empathic approxima-
tion of the experience of others’ (2010, 103) that underpins the intervention that they
saw as absolutely essential: ‘if we walked away he would have died’.

In this first vignette of an animal–human encounter, the students are moving
towards awareness of the entanglement of human and other-than human lives. They
demonstrate an ethical responsibility and attentiveness to the animal with whom – at
least in that encounter – their lives became entangled. The affective surges that
began in this moment, the force and intensities that were unleashed, continue to
influence their learning throughout the length of the project. In terms of the sorts of
posthuman pedagogies that have been discussed earlier in the paper, this encounter
suggests a start in this direction.

Eel

The eel in our project made its first appearance as a corpse floating beside a dead
duck on my first reconnaissance visit to Central Park wetlands. I sent the image back
to the teachers in a text message and this began an engagement with the Campbell-
town City Council who manage the wetlands. A conversation with the council

Image 3. Dead eel and duck, [Short-finned eel (Anguilla australis)].
Source: Author.
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worker at the side of the concrete pool revealed that council undertakes regular
removals of dead creatures that might upset park users. People frequently call the
Council to report dead animals, and they come down once a week or so for these
sorts of removals. The cleanliness of the pool is also important and once a year, the
whole big bottom pond, the one surrounded by concrete, is drained so it can be
thoroughly cleaned (Image 3).

As the project developed, the school began a relationship with Council’s Envi-
ronmental Education Officer Michael Rhyyderch, who spoke to students in great
detail about the wetlands, accompanied them on later excursions, supported them
through their investigations and attended their final presentations. Michael intro-
duced them to the GPT – the Gross Pollution Trap – and its functions in keeping
the water clean, and told them about the life cycle of the eels living in the ponds
and their long migration from New Caledonia to Park Central wetlands. The larvae
of the short-finned eel are thought to be transported by oceanic currents to the conti-
nental shelf in the Pacific, where they metamorphose into the ‘glass eel stage’. These
young eels migrate to coastal estuaries where they acclimatise to reduced salinity,
and then migrate upstream into freshwater rivers including the Georges River, which
connects to Park Central. Many years later they migrate back to the sea to spawn.
While one group of students redesigned the GPT, another group brought the GPT
and the eel together in a children’s picture book – Eric the Eel (Image 4).

In this text, despite the picture book genre convention of giving the eel a human
name and ascribing to him human emotions, from a posthuman perspective, students
draw and write a wetland that challenges separations of nature from culture, of ani-
mals from the built environment, of salt and freshwater habitats, and even challenges
the environmental nationalism that names some species as ‘native’ while others are
‘introduced’ (Keller and Cadotte 2014; Pearce 2015). Everything is porous, in an
interdependent system that enables the eel to live a long and ‘happy’ life before his
final necessary return to New Caledonia for spawning. Whilst the details of their
narrative are informed by what the children learned of the lifecycle of the
short-finned eel, the abstraction of the behaviour of a certain species, they have par-
ticularised the eel. While obviously mobilised by imagination and an empathic ori-
entation to the lifecycle of the eel, the narrative twists and turns and the details of
setting are generated from observation and research. What isn’t apparent here – per-
haps because the image of the dead eel was only shared between the adults and
therefore sanitising the students’ experiences – is awareness of the fact that eels also
die in the Park Central wetlands, that they are quickly cleaned away – sanitised to
maintain the recreational amenities of this highly managed urban wetland.

The life cycle of the short-finned eel in Park Central does not end with his death,
like the one I photographed on my first visit to the wetland, but is loyal to the scien-
tific narrative that says that the eels returns to the Pacific: ‘Eventually, Eric grew old
and it was time to finally leave the lagoon wetlands. He was very upset that he was
going to leave his friends and living area but at the same time he [was] happy to go
home to see his family in New Caledonia’. These high school students are mindful
that their picture book is designed for much younger children, perhaps this explains
why there is no mention of spawning or breeding and Eric’s life within and beyond
Park Central revolves around the benign arenas of friends, food and family. Family
is assumed to be intact in New Caledonia, waiting for his return, rather than any fam-
ily that Eric might create. The picture book, printed into black and white booklets
and shared with children from a number of primary school groups, was a highlight
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Image 4. Eric the Eel (excerpts).

Environmental Education Research 13
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of the Macarthur Sustainable Schools Expo held at Belgenny Farm, Camden, in
September 2014, and has been submitted for an Youth EcoSummit Award in 2015.

In posthuman terms, this project remains somewhat limited. We do not see the
radical slippages and deep dependencies of human–animal-other relationalities that
are evident in some of this work. Humans are not mentioned at all, though in one of
the frames the text tells us that Eric ‘spotted children playing in the park and purple
swamphens parading on the edge of the lagoon’. The world he lives in, as we view
it through his eyes and perspective, flattens human-created and natural objects onto
the same plane of visibility and impact for Eric. The interconnectedness of all things
in the world is made clear in the images and text. Though Eric is somewhat domesti-
cated, the children have endeavoured to see the world from the point of view of an
animal, to empathise with the problems and dilemmas of an eel’s life, and to encour-
age the young readers for whom they have written this picture book, to feel like an
eel through the pages of their book.

Turtle

The final vignette of animal–human entanglement at the wetland happened on a
weekend when one of the girls in the class found a dead turtle caught behind
chicken wire that had been used to hold rocks in place, and protect a small tree that
had subsequently died. It was part of the storm water drainage system where the sur-
rounding roads and the area of the lagoon met. The turtle appeared to have climbed
into the gap where the wire had been peeled back, and became trapped and died
there, behind the wire. She mobilised her friends and their concerns were expressed
through various forms. Letters were written to authorities, including the Federal
Minister for the Environment. She explains the problem for him (Image 5):

Image 5. Eastern long-neck turtle (Chelodonia longicollis).
Source: Image by VirtualWolf, Eastern long-neck turtle, Flickr Creative Commons license.
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I discovered that the upkeep is not acceptable and the maintenance is creating an
unsafe environment for the animals (Excerpt).

A few class mates and I had found a hole cut into the metal wire covering the rocks.
We had also come across a turtle which had got caught in that same exact hole, unable
to escape leaving it there to die.

A council representative had come to our school not to long after our trip to the wet-
lands, and my class mate addressed the turtle situation and explained how our class
had found it quite disturbing to see.

A week after we had all gone back, expecting to see the turtle issue had been fixed and
thinking thatit will be a discontinued issue to the rest of the animals. Surprisingly we
had found the same exact turtle, still there, dead and still a hole through the wire. We
began to wonder what would happen if the hole got bigger, the danger more turtles
and other little animals would be at. …

In closing, I hope you take this letter seriously, and try to take as much action as
needed to fix this situation and any upcoming issues.

Many such letters were written about issues students became concerned about at the
wetland, as students learned how to be community activists and advocates for the
environment. The unsafe environment for the animals is their primary concern in
this letter to the minister, and the negligence of authorities that might be responsible
for future tragedies. In terms of teacher planning, which Snaza and Weaver (2015)
are dismissive about in a post-human pedagogy, the letters met the predetermined
English curriculum outcome of persuasive writing, in an authentic assessment con-
text. Their advocacy and the extension of their persuasive language skills extended
beyond their letter, as students attended a council meeting to pitch the projects that
they had devised to the local council. These are important capacities to develop for
young citizens who might be moved to act in the world. The relationships with gov-
ernment have deepened since the Love Your Lagoons. One year later, another group
of students at a different year level, with the mentoring support of the LYL partici-
pants, is collaborating with council to plan the regeneration of a neglected nearby
reserve. While the letter and the ongoing partnership with council could readily be
framed within an activist oriented critical pedagogy, and although the impetus for
the intervention arose in what could be considered an affectively charged encounter
with a dead turtle, which then galvanised a group of students into action, it may not
yet represent what posthuman pedagogies might make possible. Perhaps humans as
saviours or heroes of nature, charged with rescuing the vulnerable and helpless other
(the turtle, the swamphen), mobilised by compassion and responsibility, can be
understood as retaining their status as superior and separate beings apart from the
matter of the world. However it is perhaps in the final example, a choreographed
dance that reimagines the experiences of the dying turtle, that the potential of
posthumanism for environmental education can be most powerfully glimpsed.

The turtle encounter, and the shock that the students felt about the pointless and
human-induced death of a turtle, was represented in dance as a group of girls
decided to tell the turtle’s story through movement. Teacher planning had provided
students with a wide range of options from which they could put together an indi-
vidual portfolio of work responding to the lagoon, and they were also required to
design group projects in diverse modes. The school has a performing arts specialisa-
tion, and therefore creative responses through music, dance and drawing made per-
fect sense. Although these students were developing confidence and skill through
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their dance training, they struggled to find the best way to convey what had
happened to the turtle, from its point of view, within the moment when it became
trapped and would have been struggling to escape. The students moved away from
the cool reason and rhetoric of their persuasive writing, to a dance performance that
might provoke a flow of feeling, an affective surge, in their audience more directly.
As they explained in an interview after the project had ended, their intention was
not to literally show the turtle trapped behind the wire struggling to escape, but to
imagine and express its emotions in that moment, and therefore to convey an
embodied and affective sense of the event.

Susanne: And how does seeing a turtle turn into a dance?
Caitlyn: I think it’s the emotion and how you feel when you see it.
Donna: The emotion, yes. Like if you put yourself in its position,

stressing out and then everything’s changing.
Caitlyn: And then the wire. Getting caught in it/
Donna: This wire was never here/
Caitlyn: And not even understanding it.
Donna: And they’re probably programmed to do the same trip every

time and then suddenly/
Susanne: There’s an obstacle/
Caitlyn: Yes an obstacle they’ve never had before.
Donna: It was actually a struggle for us coming up with choreogra-

phy for it but I guess at the end of the day, at the end of the
day we were trying to like …

Caitlyn: I kept yelling at them turtles don’t have long legs like kick-
ing and stuff but in the end it was more about the emotions
and stuff.

Donna: It wasn’t about the shape/
Caitlyn: Not physical. The start of the dance is about calmness and

slow and that’s how they would have felt before they faced
the obstacle then everything becomes really rushed and pan-
icked and really like coming up and coming back down to
the floor and backfiring all the time.

Susanne: And how did you decide how to end it?
Donna: We just showed that if we don’t do something about the

maintenance if we don’t fix it then that’s just what’s going to
happen.

Susanne: There’ll be more turtle deaths.

The students overtalk in the interview as they build on each other’s explanations
and try to express the inexpressible. They return to reason and persuasion in the end
as the dilemma of poor maintenance that they see as a council problem is empha-
sised, and the dance is repositioned as a sort of warning (‘if we don’t fix it then
that’s just what’s going to happen’), but they have directly occupied the space of
responsibility as well as concern as, unlike the letter, it is now ‘we’ collectively (not
solely the council, or the Federal Minister for the Environment) who are responsible
for fixing the problem. They slip from the singular turtle of the tragedy, to plural tur-
tles as they try to explain how habit or custom might ‘program’ turtles into certain
behaviours and expectations. Though they try to feel with the turtle, they do not
anthropomorphise or domesticate it. Through most of the interview it is their strug-
gle to occupy the subject position, sensibility and emotion of trapped turtles, and to
do justice to this with their own creative capacities, that is the most important to
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them. Here the students are beginning the work themselves of following the threads
of entanglement between humans-turtles-lagoon.

Conclusion

These encounters in particular places and moments and between particular bodies
suggest the sorts of ‘prosaic’ but powerful ‘common worlding pedagogies’ we need
for these times (Taylor 2013, forthcoming). They, firstly, focus on the “enmeshed
relations” of children “with others in their worlds” while acknowledging “relations
of difference”, “heterogeneity”, and the “responsibilities that come with being impli-
cated within such asymmetrical relations of power” (Taylor 2013, 121–122). Sec-
ondly, common worlds pedagogies rely on specific times and places in which
relations can be generated. Thirdly, they require ‘collective inquiry into the connec-
tive threads that constitute these nature-culture worlds’ (Taylor 2013, 123). In this
secondary school, the student’s engagements with swamphen, eel and turtle provide
glimpses into how the open ended inquiry pedagogies that became available also
opened up new modes of relating to the common worlds the children discovered
they were living in.

This paper also considers the potentials of posthumanism for thinking through
what became possible in the lagoon. This requires looking beyond taken-for-granted
rational, cognitive, curriculum contexts to attend to surprising configurations where
bodies, things, affect, desire, matter, imagination and pedagogy collide to form new
assemblages and possibilities. Notably, the animals that drew the children’s attention
were not the abject or minute creatures that are most populous in the lagoon –
macroinvertebrates or insects – but rather the larger and most visible creatures, those
with whom it may be easier to empathise. It is also important to note that the
children’s inclination to save the animals and to make conditions healthier for them
could be seen to further instantiate human dominion over the lagoon’s non-human
others, and perhaps even to reify the human-nature binary that posthumanism
endeavours to think beyond. However, thinking beyond this separation and trying to
imagine our way into relations of interdependence and interconnectedness, and the
ethical implications that these entail, does not mean giving up on action. Though it
does mean abandoning hubris and becoming more humble, responsive and more ten-
tative in our judgements about what might be for the good of our animal others.
These child-animal encounters also demonstrate how difficult it is to avoid anthropo-
morphism. However, they also imply an interspecies ‘etiquette’ of attention
(Warkentin 2010) that became central in their creative responses through song, story,
image and dance. Glimpses appear of the students’ realisation of their entanglement
and interdependence with the animals of the lagoon. Their learning exceeds the
knowledge projects that are coded into Syllabuses, where students are merely
equipped with skills to ‘investigate’, ‘observe’ and ‘analyse’ and capacities to ‘advo-
cate action’ and ‘design solutions’ (BOSTES 2015).

The three examples in this paper – swamphen, turtle, eel – suggest the potential
of posthuman pedagogies for opening learning towards the future. Rather than what
matters in Syllabus outcomes, or in terms of the next exam, the matter of the world
– including human and non-human animals, water, plants, ponds, grates, GPTs, gar-
bage bins, children’s playground equipment – and the intersections and interdepen-
dencies of all of these, including themselves, became their focus. While students’
sense of responsibility – that more turtles will die if they don’t do something about
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it, that the bird would have expired if they had just walked away – is still wedded to
the idea of an all too human ontology, the step towards interconnection and interde-
pendence, the recognition of ‘common worlds’, is a move in the right direction.
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(forthcoming).
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